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TECHNICAL SHEET FTC 02 MSF 

SUPER FINE MICROCEMENT 

ICROCEMENTO BAS
INDOOR DECORATIVE COATING 

Product description 

The HOMECRET SUPER FINE MICROCEMENT is a two component coating formulated with a 
cement base, selected aggregates, additives, catalysts, inorganic dyes and synthetic resins. It is 
designed to be applied over our HOMECRET BASE MICROCEMENT, as part of a system for 
coating MICROCEMENT spaces with modern and contemporary decorative languages. 

Properties 

The HOMECRET SUPER FINE MICROCEMENT allows an ideal finish for any decor in shops, 
offices , restaurants , halls, exhibition areas, homes , theme parks , furniture, shelves , 
countertops , ceramic tile bathrooms and kitchens, cementitious floors , polymeric and epoxy , 
due to the following technical and decorative properties: 

 Great abrasion resistance (5 times higher than that of concrete).

 Applicable on any type of media : concrete , cement, mosaic , inclusive, ceramic
smooth .

 High deformability mineral coating

 The chemical reaction with CO2 allows hardness improves with time.

 Excellent workability.

 Slip 

 High adhesion to the substrate.

 High mechanical strength .

 Breathable ( permeable to vapor molecules ) .

 Fireproof for its mineral nature.

 Stable against UV. Reflects light and heat radiation.

 Aseptic

 Great creativity in colors and finishes.

 Antistatic 
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 Low allergen levels.

 Low thermal diffusion

 Fast implementation and commissioning. Its application does not require work.

 Easy cleaning and maintenance.

 Finishes smooth or textured.

 Suitable for decorations you want to use the same decorative finishes on various
surfaces to decorate because of its high adaptability to floors, ceilings , walls, exterior,
interior .... 

Packaging 

It comes in compositions formed by cubes of 20 kg (Compound B) and bottles of 5 kg (Comp. 

A). 

How to use 

Surface Preparation 

The substrate must be clean, free of fats or oils and base in good condition surveying and 

resistance. Pay special attention to those seemingly supports clean but have introduced 

substances type waxes , silicones or salts. 

The HOMECRET SUPERFINE MICROCEMENT is designed to be applied over the HOMECRET 

BASE MICROCEMENT. Smoothing function achieved in the first two hands BASE 

MICROCEMENT, surface sanding is recommended. The SUPERFINE MICROCEMENT due to their 

fine grain is not designed to level surfaces. 

When applied on drywall, plaster, plastic paints and in general on those media that distrust 

their status, use the SPONSOR TAPAPOROS HARD is recommended to ensure adherence to all 

surfaces. 

On the use of mortars PROMOTER TAPAPOROS HARD allows a smoother application of the 

product to avoid accelerated dehydration MICROCEMENT generated by absorption from the 

media. 

The SUPER FINE MICROCEMENT is essentially a mineral coating. While elasticity is greater than 

that of other mineral coatings, should be able to live media with cracks, it can be applied to 

our HOMECRET HYPERELASTIC MICROCEMENT. Please consult the datasheet for more 

information. 
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Mixture 

The MICROCEMENT SUPER FINE HOMECRET is formulated with a powder component ( Botes 

20 Kg) and a liquid component ( resin in containers 5Ltrs . ) , Which must be mixed 

homogeneously according to the desired consistency. The recommended mix is 2 bottles of 5 

liters of resin for each boat B Component 20kg of powder. 

To proceed to the mixture, it is recommended to be performed as follows : Add the 

component in a container and then gradually pouring the B component in the desired 

proportions for the chosen consistency , while the product is homogenized with a mechanical 

stirrer low speed . Mix for at least 2 minutes until smooth and lump-free mixture. 

Application 

Apply one or two coats of MICROCEMENT HOMECRET SUPERFINE ® depending on the desired 

aesthetic finish, extending it with the help of a flexible flat , tightening the product well to 

obtain a coating effect . 

If the support is in good condition and with good flatness, the MICROCEMENT can be applied 

directly . If there are burrs, sanding is recommended, since the MICROCEMENT SUPERFINE is 

not designed to level. The weight of the abrasive should be chosen and is variable depending 

on the required needs. 

Do not exceed a thickness of application layer up to 1 mm. 

Dry -on-wet application is recommended to take the first layer thickness with a thixotropic 

paste consistency, for on the second hand approach it with pasta smoother consistencies and 

achieve the effect of coated and / or desired water . 

Wet-on- wet: Once the hand is in setting phase (hardened) but damp to the touch, repretar 

entire surface with the trowel to enter into the arena and get the effect water / coating 

necessary. 

Useful working time 

Useful working time is 5 to 6 hours in standard environmental conditions and support ( 20 º C 

relative humidity 65 %). Is recommended kneaded according to the performance achieved on 

the basis of environmental factors and support. 
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Colors : 

Following you will find the MICROCEMENT color chart : 

For special operations , our service is ready to develop colors as the customer needs. 
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Sealed 

The SUPERFINE® MICROCEMENT HOMECRET should be covered once hardened, between 
24h . and 7 days depending on the type of coating chosen . 

 HARD SEALER 

 EXTRA HARD SEALER 

It is recommended to increase the beauty of the coating and prolong its useful life, apply 
two crossed hands HOMECRET REFRESHER as surface maintenance. 

For the correct application of coatings sealing techniques see the same tabs. 

Cleaning of tools 

And tools should be washed with water immediately after use . Once hardened material can 
only be removed by mechanical means. 

General recommendations 

Observe the stability of the support is adequate. Stands with high mobility , such as certain 
metal structures may not be appropriate . 

It is necessary to respect the expansion joints and structural. 

For locations involving prolonged immersion in water, see the Summary of 
our HOMECRET MICROCEMENT POOLS  

Special precautions 

This product contains cement. Avoid contact with skin and eyes and inhalation of dust. Low 
temperatures and high lengthen dramatically reduce drying time and workability. 

Wear rubber gloves and goggles. 

Keep out of reach of children. 

Do not apply the product at room temperature below 5 º C or above 30 ° C. 

Empty containers should be disposed of in accordance with current legislation. 
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Performance 

SUPERFINE MICROCEMENT consumption is about 1 kg/mm/m2. 

Storing 

HOMECRET SUPERFINE MICROCEMENT should be stored in unopened containers and 

protected from the weather. 

The usage time is 12 months from date of manufacture, properly preserved. 

Technical data 

KIND: BI-COMPONENT POLYMERIC MICROCEMENT  

ASPECT: Comp. A: Líquid. 

 Comp. B: White dust 

DENSITY:  2,0kg/dm3

WORKING TIME OF THE MIXTURE: Up to 7 hours 

MAXIMUM SIZE OF THE ARID < 0,3 mm 

MECHANICAL RESISTANCE (EN 1015-11): Compression 28 días: > 300 kg/cm2

ADHERENCE TO CONCRETE: 28 DAYS : > 15kg/cm2 

THICKNESS OF COAT: 1-2 mm 

pH 12 
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